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Year's first production

'The Stronger' ploys this weekend
by Jay Trost
Absorbed in their own conversation and experiences during
a rehearsal break and creating
an appropriate state of ordered
confusion, the cast of "The
Stranger,"
tonight's
dramatic
endeavor by Chamber Theatre,
unknowingly displayed the essence of existential thought as
captured by Albert Camus.
Here and there smiles were exchanged, cigarettes were lighted and laughter could be heard
as the cast prepared to move onstage. However, it was uniquely interesting to watch these
elements mix with an exact perfectness.
They melted together to form
the basis for a group effort that
will provide a significant, moreover, stimulating revelation of
life.
ONCE ON stage, the viewer
immediately senses usual factors
that combine to make this a most
exciting production. The characters present a vivid portrayal of
the rawness of life.
Evan Mannakee, director of
the play, initiated the use of a
dual role for the part of Mersault, the main character. Not
only was the character of Mersault divided so that he could
narrate and participate, but also
to comment on himself and share
in his world.
MANN AKEE stated that Mersault's concern for life and
others ranges from "genuine politeness" to "isolation," and this
is increased by both of himselves. For Mersault, "All action is
action, and life is livv." , " ndded
Mannakee.
•.
The mood of the setting for
this production' can best be described as stark and barren. Indeed the bleakness of the stage
exemplifies a definite contrast
between the total objectivity of
matter and the sometimes passive yet more frequently pulsating expressions of Mersault's
being.
Unappealing and verging on
ugliness, the costuming is characteristic of existential philoso-
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"The Stranger," an existentialist play by Albert Camus, is
the first major production of the season by the Chamber Theatre.
phy. Commenting on her costume
design, Giva McBride said, "The
people are not appealing; they
are not pink and blue." Mrs.
McBride stressed the fact that
within the costumes are realistic
elements, a cop would hold a
billy club, but they are not
totals.
IN "THE Stranger," Mersault
realizes the meaninglessnes~ of
life, "the tender indifference of
the world." Accordingly, to-

night's Chamber Theatre production will expose the essence of
existential thought.
Performances will be at 8 p.m.
tonight and Saturday. On Sunday there will be a
performance at 2 p.m.
Tickets
may be purchased through today
at the box office from 1 p.m.
to 5 p.m. For students of F"l"
ern with an ID cal~ ('- \ )
.
cents. A~~..
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'The Stronger'

JTheatre of the mind J
"The Stranger," an existential
expression in chamber theatre
will be presented by the theatre
arts department Friday, Oct. 3,
Saturday, Oct. 4 and Sunday,
Oct. 5.
The play by Albert Camus is
under the direction of Evan
Mannakee assisted by Joyce
Prescott.
IT WILL be staged at 8 Friday and Saturday nights and at
2 p.m. Sunday in the Fine Arts
Theatre.
Tickets will be on sale 1 to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday and
will be 50 cents for Eastern students with an ID card. Other
prices are $1.50 for adults and
75 cents for children.
Cast in the dual lead role of
Mersault, "The Stranger," are

Dave File and Bill Prescott. According to Mannakee; "Mersault
is lonely, but his loneliness is a
philosophical choice; he is aware of it and is involved in it.
He moves through his loneliness."
OTHERS IN the production
are Heather Hoebel, Charles
White, Max Adkins, Tony Simotes, Joe Straka, Prudi Herbel'
and Rodger Fulth.
IN EXPLAINING
chamber
theatre form, he says that it is
not a conventional, exciting theatre but a very intellectual and
demanding one. "It is a theatre
of the mind because the audience
must supply so much in terms of
conventional costumes and sets,"
Mannakee says.

First Chamber Theatre

"The Stranger," set
Nine students have been cast
in the chamber theatre production of "The Stranger" by Albert
Camus.
Leading the cast for the Oct.
3, 4 and 5 performances are Dave
File and Bill Prescott.
SUPPORTING roles are played by Heather Hoehel, Charles
White, Max Adkins, Tony Simotes, Joe Straka, Prudi Herber
and Rodger Fulth.
Evan Mannakee is directing
the production assisted by Joyce
Prescott.
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